Impact extent of deep-sea nodule mining midwater plumes is influenced by sediment loading, ocean turbulence and environmental thresholds
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Abstract

Deep-sea polymetallic nodule mining research activity has substantially increased in recent years, but the expected level of environmental impact is still being established. One environmental concern is the discharge of a midwater sediment plume into the midwater column. We performed a dedicated field study using sediment from the Clarion Clipperton Fracture Zone (CCFZ). The plume was monitored and tracked using established and novel instrumentation, including acoustic and turbulence measurements. Our field studies reveal that modeling can reliably predict the properties of a midwater plume in the vicinity of discharge and that sediment aggregation effects are not significant. The plume model is used to drive a numerical simulation of a commercial-scale operation in the CCFZ. Key takeaways are that the scale of the area impacted by the plume is notably influenced by the values of environmentally acceptable threshold levels, the quantity of discharged sediment, and the turbulent diffusivity in the CCFZ.

1. Introduction

Deep-sea mining of polymetallic nodules is under consideration as a new global extractive industry due to the large resources of nickel, cobalt, copper and manganese, which are substantial compared to land-based reserves1,2. An environmental concern, however, is the scale and impact of the sediment plumes that will be created. Two types of plumes are potentially associated with such an activity (Figure 1). Inevitably, there will be a sediment plume generated by a nodule collector vehicle driving on the seabed. In addition, some current mining proposals consider discharging a midwater sediment plume from a surface operation vessel, the plume comprising water and some sediment brought up with the nodules, nodule fines, and water used to clean the nodules aboard the vessel. Although the midwater discharge material has sometimes been referred to as tailings3-6, tailings are waste leftover after ore processing7, and to date there are no known proposals to release tailings from nodule mining operations at sea.